In most existing centralized lighting control systems, the lighting control problem (LCP) is reformulated as a constrained minimization problem and solved by linear programming (LP). However, in realworld applications, LCP is actually discrete and non-linear, which means that more accurate algorithm may be applied to achieve improvements in energy saving. In this paper, particle swarm optimization (PSO) is successfully applied for office lighting control and a linear programming guided particle swarm optimization (LPPSO) algorithm is developed to achieve considerable energy saving while satisfying users' lighting preference. Simulations in DIALux office models (one with small number of lamps and one with large number of lamps) are made and analyzed using the proposed control algorithms. Comparison with other widely used methods including LP shows that LPPSO can always achieve higher energy saving than other lighting control methods.
Introduction
Energy saving has become an urgent issue all over the world due to the shortage of energy resources and greenhouse effect. Globally, almost one fifth of the total amount of electricity generated is consumed by lighting. Specifically, energy use in office buildings accounts for about one-fifth the amount of all building types, thus making office lighting control a very promising strategy for energy saving to alleviate the energy crisis and greenhouse effect [1] , [2] . Intelligent lighting control systems (ILCS) use intelligent algorithms to control the lamps according to various inputs such as illumination preference, daylight, lighting coefficients in order to solve the lighting control problem (LCP) of meeting the illuminance requirements and reducing energy consumption.
In most existing centralized lighting control systems, the LCP is reformulated as a constrained minimization problem and solved by linear programming (LP) [3] - [7] . Linear programming [8] , [9] is a technique for the optimization of a linear objective function, subject to linear equality and linear Manuscript received June 24, 2015 . Manuscript revised March 8, 2016 . Manuscript publicized April 13, 2016 . † The authors are with Graduate School of Information, Production and Systems, Waseda University, Kitakyushu-shi, 808-0135 Japan.
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a) E-mail: wsi8756@gmail.com b) E-mail: xunpan@ruri.waseda.jp c) E-mail: ogai@waseda.jp d) E-mail: khirai@hakutsu-tech.co.jp DOI: 10.1587/transinf.2015EDP7242 inequality constraints. To apply LP to LCP, the relationship between the lamp's dimming ratio and power consumption is supposed to be linear. However, the ideal linear model is always different with the real-world situation due to the internal discretization and the open-loop dimming control in the controller, and the non-constant efficiency performance of the light driver [10] . Although rough results can be provided by using the approximate linear power function, more accurate algorithm may be applied to achieve improvements in energy saving.
In our previous works [11] - [14] , particle swarm optimization (PSO) method is successfully applied to solve the LCP. However, although it is able to provide higher energy saving than LP, the average energy saving capacity is approximately the same as that of LP, which means that lighting control results provided by PSO are quite unstable. Moreover, when the lamp number becomes larger, PSO has a probability to fail in providing illumination which satisfies user requirements.
In this paper, a linear programming guided particle swarm optimization (LPPSO) algorithm is developed to improve the PSO performance in office lighting control. In Sect. 2, the formulation of the LCP is described in detail. In Sect. 3, conventional PSO algorithm is briefly introduced and then applied to LCP. In Sect. 4, the PSO algorithm is combined with LP to be LPPSO and applied to LCP. Simulations in DIALux office models (both small and large offices) are made in Sect. 5 to test the energy efficiency and control performance of the proposed algorithm. Comparisons are made by using both constant lux dimming (CLD) method and LP. Finally in Sect. 6, conclusions are made and future works are discussed. Figure 1 shows the basic lighting control model. Suppose Copyright c 2016 The Institute of Electronics, Information and Communication Engineers there are n lamps in the lighting system. For each lamp j, we use d j to represent its dimming ratio, thus d j should be a value from 0 to 100%. Since the LCP can be summarized as finding the optimal dimming ratio for the lighting system to save as much energy as possible while meeting the illuminance requirements, LCP is to find an optimized vector d of size n containing a set of dimming ratios for the lamps
Formulation of Lighting Control Problem
We use p j to represent each lamp's power consumption proportion to the maximum power consumption p max j and a power function to represent the relationship between d j and p j :
Thus total power consumption of the system P can be calculated by:
Denote d j as the proportion of actual illuminance to the maximum illuminance of lamp j. We get an illuminance function to represent the relationship between d j and d j :
Suppose there are m target positions inside the office (usually on desks), denote N i as the daylight contribution to the ith target position, denote α i j as the lighting coefficient, which is the illuminance contribution to target position i from lamp j when its dimming ratio is 100%. Denote {E 1 , E 2 , . . . , E m } as the illuminance of target positions, we can get the formula to calculate the total illuminance for each target position:
Suppose each target position has a target illuminance of T i, i=1,...,m . The LCP can be represented as a constrained minimization problem to minimize P with the constrains of:
Thus the objective function of the problem can be defined as:
subject to the constraints:
3. Application of Conventional PSO to LCP
A Brief Description of Conventional PSO
PSO is a stochastic global optimization method originally proposed by Kennedy and Eberhart in 1995 based on simulating the social behavior of birds within a flock [15] . In PSO, a swarm (X) of K individuals (particles)(x k, k=1,...,K ) is generated and each individual is searching through an ndimensional space for the best position directed by a velocity function. The flowchart of conventional PSO paradigm can be summarized as shown in Fig. 2 . The algorithm for calculating the next particle position (x) is:
where V represents the swarm's changing velocity, which is a vector of size K containing all particles' velocities. Each particle's velocity v can be calculated by the velocity function:
where p best i is the individual's previous best position and g best is the group's previous best position. Thus constants ϕ 1 and ϕ 2 (initially set to 2) are used to balance the influence of individual's (ϕ 1 ) and group's (ϕ 2 ) knowledge and can be recognized as "own" and"social" attraction coefficients [16] . β 1 and β 2 are random numbers defined by lower limit β min and upper limit β max . During the past decade, various approaches have been made to improve the performance and enlarge the application field of PSO, however the basic formulation of the PSO equations are remarkably unchanged [17] . In this research, we choose Eq. (10) which contains a linearly reducing inertia weight [16] , [18] and constriction factor [19] as the velocity function of conventional PSO method to solve the LCP.
PSO for LCP
Since the LCP is to find the optimized dimming ratios for lamps, the particle structure of PSO can be defined as a vector containing dimming ratios for all lamps and each PSO particle should have n elements between 0 to 1
). The objective function should evaluate both the total power consumption and the illuminance in target positions. Considering the discrete dimming capacity of the lamps, to get more accurate results rather than approximate the dimming results to a nearest dimming level, we modify the PSO particle and velocity properties. Suppose that the lamp has L dimming levels:
• The velocities are also set to be integers.
Since PSO was developed primarily as an unconstrained optimization algorithm, we penalize the constraints by a stationary multi-stage penalty function [20] in the objective function to transform LCP to an unconstrained problem:
where θ(q i (x)) is a multi-stage assignment function [21] , γ is the power of penalty function. From the equation we can conclude that the penalty will be higher if the insufficient illuminance ratio becomes higher and will be weaken if the illuminance in target position i has almost reach its limit. Moreover, since the main part of the cost is the summation of all the dimming levels, the cost has no unit. When there is no penalty (all the target positions have enough illumination), the cost ranges from 0 (all lamps off) to (L − 1) × n (all lamps 100% on).
Proposal of LP Guided PSO Algorithm
As most stochastic optimization algorithms do, PSO also suffers from the "curse of dimensionality" [22] , which means that the performance deteriorates when the space dimensionality (number of lamps) increases. To avoid premature convergence to a local solution, investigations are focused on both initialization strategies and evolution algorithms [23] . It is obvious that if the initial positions of the particles are close to a global optimum, the algorithm will have higher chance to find the optimal solution and the convergence will likely speed-up.
As introduced in Sect. 1, LP is a widely used algorithm in existing ILCSs and can quickly provide an outstanding solution for LCP with very low calculation cost. However it has the drawbacks of:
1. Approximately assume a linear relationship between dimming ratio and power consumption.
Approximately assume a linear relationship between
dimming ratio and actual illuminance. 3. Provide continuous results while the dimming capacity of lamp is limited to some discrete levels.
In this research, we use the approximate solution of simplex algorithm to initialize the PSO algorithm to achieve better results. Thus, the process of PSO initialization is changed to:
1. Calculate LP solution using simplex algorithm; 2. Randomly round each element of LP result up or down to the nearest dimming level to generate the
Initiate p best to be the particles' positions, and initiate g best to be position of the particle with smallest cost.
Verification of LPPSO for Lighting Control

Simulation Environment
DIALux is an illumination simulating software that includes the armature and lamp information from many companies in its database and supports many room shapes, and allows the user to design their own. The program, which supports the addition of more than one piece of furniture to the place, also considers factors such as lighting level, reflection and glitter [24] , [25] . To evaluate the performance of different lighting control algorithms, we simulate two office models (one with relatively small number of lamps and one with relatively large number of lamps) in DIALux to get illumination coefficients in target positions in test scenarios. Figure 3 shows the layout plan of a relatively small office model (5.4m × 3.6m, 9 lamps, 5 target positions) and a relatively large office model (20m × 16m, 64 lamps, 36 target positions). The target positions are on the desks of height 0.7m, which is the standard height of desks in Japan. In order to test the algorithms in various conditions, we set different number of windows (only one window in small office, and two windows in large office) and different layout of desks in the two office models.
All lamps used in the models are the same lamp with Figure 4 shows the target illuminance (worker's required illuminance) in target positions and the illumination distribution when all lamps in the lighting system are turned on with dimming ratio of 100% in both offices. Figure 5 shows two scenes of daylight distribution in both offices, which are used to test the algorithms' ability to utilize daylight to save more energy. The daylight data is simulated by DIALux. As shown in Table 1 , we define 8 scenarios to test the lighting control algorithms.
In real-world lighting systems, lamps can only be set by discrete dimming ratios and the power-illuminance ratio relationship are not actually linear. In our simulations, rather than use the ideal linear and continuous dimming in DIALux, we use experiment data of a real-world LED lamp (Toshiba LEET-20701-LD9), which can be dimmed by minimal unit of 5%. The experiment results are shown in Fig. 6 . By using mapping method, we get functions to calculate the power consumption ratio and illuminance ratio according to the dimming ratio.
Methods for Comparison
For comparison against PSO algorithms we run two methods that are widely used in ILCSs.
• Constant lux dimming (CLD) This method adjusts the lamps by an unified ratio so that the minimum illuminance in the area equals to the target illuminance. Thus the dimming ratio can be calculated by:
• Linear programming (LP) (simplex algorithm)
Simulation Parameter
As for the parameters in PSO, despite numerous research efforts, the parameter selection remains empirical [16] . In this research, by following suggestions from previous literatures and analyzing the simulation results through error and trial, we chose the following parameters for conventional PSO (CPSO) and LPPSO:
• CPSO Population Size: K = 100; Linear decreasing inertia weight: ω max = 0.9, ω min = 0.4; Exploitation favored attraction coefficients: ϕ 1 = 2.5, ϕ 2 = 1.7; Constraint factor: none.
• LPPSO Population Size: K = 100; Linear decreasing inertia weight: ω max = 0.9, ω min = 0.4; Exploitation favored attraction coefficients: ϕ 1 = 2.5, ϕ 2 = 1.7; Constraint factor: χ = 0.64.
The maximum iteration number was fixed to be Iter max = 1000. Each optimization simulation ran 30 times to test the capacity to find optimal solutions.
Simulation Results
To evaluate the simulation results, we mainly focus on the following aspects:
• Success Rate Success rate means the probability to provide results better than LP.
• Failure Rate
If any of the target position has an illuminance lower than the target and the illuminance has not reach its limitation (which means that the failure is unavoidable), the algorithm fails. Failure rate is the probability to fail. (13) in which P is the total power consumption while P max is the total power consumption when all the lamps are 100% on. We record the best, worst ESP and calculate mean ESP among all the cases which do not fail.
• Energy Saving Proportion (ESP)
• Iteration number when converge to the final solution (Iter) We record the minimum, maximum and calculate average Iter among all the cases that did not fail.
Performance of CPSO and LPPSO
We choose scenario S1 and L1 (both full occupancy without daylight) to test CPSO and LPPSO. Table 2 shows the performance of CPSO and LPPSO compared with LP. Figure 7 shows the change of cost during the searching process by using LPPSO. The figure contains two examples (both office models) with average Iter and two examples with maximum Iter. It can be seen that even in searching process with large Iter, both LPPSO can converge to an ideal position quite early (usually within 200 iterations). This means that the iteration can be reduced to less than 200 to provide good results. As discussed in Sect. 3.2, when there is no penalty, cost approximately equals to the summation of all the dimming levels, and the maximum value is (L − 1) × n, which is 180 and 1280 in the two office models. Thus, although the changing value of cost seems small, 1% to 5% of the energy are saved during the searching process in these examples. Table 3 shows the comparison results of the four methods.
Comparison of Energy Saving
As can be seen from the simulation results:
• As centralized control algorithms, both PSO and LP methods achieve much higher ESP than CLD method in all scenarios.
• Generally, CPSO and LP provides results with similar ESP. Although CPSO sometimes achieves higher ESP, the results are quite unstable. Moreover, CPSO also require higher calculation cost, thus CPSO is not a better choice for LCP than LP.
• Averagely, LPPSO can provide solutions better than both CPSO and LP, and so is recommended. Although in very few cases, CPSO can occasionally provide control results better than LPPSO (e.g. the best result of CPSO in S3 and L3), it suffers from low success rate and unstable performance.
Since the average energy saving of LPPSO is higher than other methods, we calculate the superior part of ESP in all scenarios in Table 4 . It can be seen that LPPSO can achieve energy savings averagely 19.7% higher than traditional CLD method, 1.5% higher than LP method and 1.3% higher than CPSO in small office model, and achieve energy savings averagely 45.7% higher than traditional CLD method, 6.6% higher than LP method and 18.9% higher than CPSO in large office model. It can also be concluded that the superiority of LPPSO increases as the lamp number increases.
Lighting Control Results of LPPSO
From Table 3 and 4 we know that LPPSO can achieve considerable average energy reduction higher than other methods in all scenarios. The control results including dimming ratios for lamps and the illuminance distribution are shown in the following figures. The illuminance distribution is measured in DIALux by setting the optimized dimming ratios. Since there are small difference between DIALux measurement and theoretical value due to the nonlinearity feature of lamps' illumination, we also mark the theoretical estimation in target positions. Figure 8 and 9 show the LPPSO control results in small office. As can be seen from the figure, the lamps above unoccupied desks are turned off or dimmed with low ratio. The illuminance in target positions are well controlled over the target illuminance. 52.7% of the total energy is saved in S1. With considering daylight, we can see that the lamps near the window are intelligently turned off to save the energy in S2. This time, 72.9% energy is saved (20.2% more than S1). In S3, by considering the absence conditions (the white dots represent the absent target positions, which do not have a target illuminance), lamps where the worker is absent are turned off and the illuminance are much lower compared with S1. In this case, 56.0% of the energy is saved and 3.3% more are saved compared with S1. The superior part is not very high because of the occupancy condition. If the occupancy distribution is more centralized, more energy saving is expected. In S4, 80.7% of the energy is saved. It can be concluded that by considering both absence and daylight, LPPSO is able to save much more energy (28.0% higher than S1, 7.8% higher than S2 and 24.7% higher than S3). Figure 10 and 11 show the LPPSO control results in large office. In L1, 41.5% energy is saved and all the target positions have satisfying illuminance. In L2 with daylight, in order to focus on analysing illuminance within 1000 lx, we mark all the positions over 1000 lx (due to extremely high nature illumination) the same color. The lamps near the window are intelligently turned off, 67.0% energy is saved and 25.5% more energy is saved by considering daylight contribution compared with L1. In L3 with absence and without daylight, the lamps above unoccupied desks are turned off and the illuminance are much lower compared with L1. In this case, 65.9% of the energy is saved and 24.4% more is saved compared with L1. The superior part is quite high because the occupancy distribution is comparatively centralized. Together with case S3 we can conclude that the energy saving by considering absence is quite dependent on the occupancy distribution. In L4, by considering both absence conditions and daylight contribution, 80.2% of the energy is saved, which is 38.7% higher than L1, 13.2% higher than L2 and 14.3% higher than L3.
It is also shown that the calculating time of LPPSO in small office is less than one second on a 1.7GHz i7-4650U processor, which is quite enough for real-time control. As for large office (when number of lamp and target positions increase), the calculation time greatly depends on the particle number and iteration time. Figure 12 shows the relationship between particle number and calculation time (with different iteration time) in the large office model. Since LPPSO uses LP result as its initial population, it can always provide better solution even with very small particle number and iteration time. Moreover, in real-world applications, lighting system can firstly use LP solution to set the lamps, and then use LPPSO to adjust the setting. In this case, 10 seconds or longer calculation time is also acceptable. Thus we can conclude that LPPSO is applicable in real-time lighting control.
Conclusions and Discussion
In this research, we successfully apply PSO to LCP to achieve considerable energy saving while satisfying users' lighting preference. We also develop a new optimization algorithm LPPSO (by combining the conventional PSO with LP method) LCP.
Two DIALux models including one small office and one large office are simulated to check the performance of the proposed methods. Simulations in 8 scenarios including scenarios with and without daylight, having full or un-full occupancy in both office models show that both CPSO and LPPSO can success in real-time lighting control.
By using LP to initialize the PSO population, the LPPSO can provide optimization results better than LP and CPSO. Comparisons show that: averagely, LPPSO can achieve the energy saving proportion 32.7% higher than traditional CLD method, 4.0% higher than LP method, and 10.1% higher than CPSO. Moreover, this superiority of LPPSO is more obvious when there are more lamps in the lighting system. However, although LPPSO can provide comparatively stable results, which are better than other methods, it cannot always provide the best results. Besides, when controlling large number of lamps, only small particle number and iteration time is ok for real-time control system. Thus future research may be conducted to improve the performance of LPPSO further to improve the probability of finding the global optimal solutions for LCP, and increase the convergence speed.
